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ABSTRACT: Soil moisture–atmosphere interactions are key elements of the regional climate system. There is a well-founded

hope that a more accurate representation of the soil moisture–precipitation feedback would improve the simulation of summer

precipitation on daily to seasonal, to climate time scales. However, uncertainties have persistently remained as the simulated

feedback is strongly sensitive to the model representation of deep convection. Here we assess the feedback representation

using a GPU-accelerated version of the regional climate model COSMO.We simulate and compare the impact of continental-

scale springtime soil moisture anomalies on summer precipitation at convection-resolving (2.2 km) and convection-

parameterizing resolution (12 km). We conduct reanalysis-driven simulations of 10 summer seasons (1999–2008) in

continental Europe. While both simulations qualitatively agree on a positive sign of soil moisture–induced precipitation, they

strongly differ in precipitation frequency: when convection is parameterized, wetter soil predominantly leads tomore frequent

precipitation events, and when convection is treated explicitly, they primarily become more intense. The results indicate that

the sensitivity to soil moisture is stronger with parameterized convection, suggesting that the land surface–atmosphere cou-

pling may be overestimated. In addition, the feedback’s sensitivity in complex terrain is assessed for soil perturbations of

different horizontal scales. The convection-resolving simulations confirm a negative feedback for subcontinental soil moisture

anomalies, which manifests itself in a local decrease of wet-hour frequency. However, the intensity feedback reinforces pre-

cipitation events at the same time (positive feedback). The two processes are represented differently in simulations with

explicit and parameterized convection, explaining much of the difference between the two simulations.

KEYWORDS: Atmosphere-land interaction; Climate models; Cloud resolving models; Interannual variability; Seasonal

variability

1. Introduction

Soil moisture (SM) exerts a control on the partitioning of net

surface radiation into latent and sensible heat fluxes, and thus

affects atmospheric stability and precipitation on a wide range

of spatial and temporal scales. As memory of past rainfall

events is carried by SM into the future, it has been portrayed

as a promising candidate for improving subseasonal to seasonal

precipitation forecasts (Koster et al. 2000; Dirmeyer 2000;

Koster and Suarez 2001). Especially precipitation originating

from diurnal convection (thunderstorms and rain showers) can

be strongly controlled by SM variability. Although progress in

understanding the involved processes has been achieved by

virtue of observations and numerical simulations, it remains

uncertain when and where to expect positive or negative

feedbacks (Hohenegger et al. 2009; Seneviratne et al. 2010;

Taylor et al. 2012; Santanello et al. 2018). The nature of the

feedback is fundamental: On seasonal time scales, a dry spring

anomaly may carry over to the summer season and amplify

summer droughts and heat waves, as explored for a number of

European heatwaves (e.g., Fischer et al. 2007). On climate

change time scales, the sign and strength of the feedback loop is

essential as well: A positive feedback would amplify the re-

sponse of the system to a larger-scale imposed perturbation,

while a negative feedback would moderate the response.

Until the late 1990s, the prevalent line of research on the soil

moisture–precipitation (SMP) feedback were observation-

based assessments of moisture recycling (Brubaker et al. 1993;

Eltahir and Bras 1996). At the time, they assessed a hypothesis

suggesting that a substantial fraction of precipitation over wet

soils originates directly from evapotranspiration within the same

region. Later simulation-based studies suggested that the feed-

back manifests itself by altering the atmospheric stability, pre-

cipitation efficiency, boundary layer dynamics, and cloudiness,

rather than local moisture recycling (Shukla and Mintz 1982;

Schär et al. 1999; Ek and Holtslag 2004). More recently, the sci-

entific discussion mostly revolved around two questions, focusing

on the role of the SMP feedback in seasonal predictions and cli-

mate projections (Koster et al. 2011; van den Hurk et al. 2012;

Lorenz et al. 2016; Moon et al. 2019) and on the control of spatial
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SM variability on the initiation of deep convection (Taylor et al.

2011; Guillod et al. 2015).

The first question aims at identifying variations in the feedback

sign, strength, or statistical significance, and attribution to syn-

optic situation, aridity, atmospheric stability, or location (e.g.,

Findell and Eltahir 2003; Koster et al. 2004; Ferguson et al. 2012;

Tuttle and Salvucci 2016).However, distilling causal relationships

out of (lagged) correlation analysis has proven difficult (Findell

and Eltahir 1997; Salvucci et al. 2002). For the SMP feedback

problem, particular challenges arise from the interplay between

autocorrelation and seasonal/interannual variability, as well as

from interactions of local and remote scales.

Numerical models bear the advantage that the soil state can

be externally specified. While many simulations find an in-

crease of precipitation with increasing evapotranspiration

(positive feedback; Seneviratne et al. 2013), uncertainties have

remained as themodels rely on parameterized deep convection

and land surface parameterizations. It has been shown re-

peatedly that such simulations misrepresent the effect of the

unresolved mesoscale dynamics on the SMP feedback, and

thus statements about the feedback sign and its spatial distri-

bution are not yet considered robust (e.g., Giorgi et al. 1996;

Hohenegger et al. 2009; Taylor et al. 2013). These distinctive

and differing conclusions drawn from low- and high-resolution

models demonstrate an urgent need to better understand the

role of the SMP feedback on continental scales.

The second question is related to the role of SM variability in

driving quasi-horizontal thermal circulations in response to

horizontal variations in surface fluxes (Ookouchi et al. 1984;

Segal and Arritt 1992; Avissar and Liu 1996; Hohenegger and

Schär 2020). At the transition zones between dry and wet soils,

thermal circulations emerge from air density/pressure gradi-

ents: Satellite-based observations have found such circulations

to explain the systematic occurrence of deep-convective clouds

in flat terrain at soil moisture transition zones in the Sahel

(Taylor et al. 2011), Europe (Taylor 2015), and other regions of

the globe (Guillod et al. 2015). The circulations are related to

density currents (Segal and Arritt 1992; Hohenegger and

Stevens 2018), and—similar to cold-air pools, mountain–valley

circulations or land–sea breezes—they may locally enhance

moisture convergence and provide a dynamical forcing for

initiating convection. These circulations have been extensively

studied using idealized simulations run at model resolutions

capable of resolving convection explicitly.

Avissar and Liu (1996) demonstrated that patches of dry soil

receive substantial precipitation as compared to the sur-

roundingmoist soil (negative feedback). However, once model

configurations become more realistic, the involved dynamics

are more complex and the characteristics of the feedback ob-

scured: In particular, the environmental flow can shift the sign

of the SMP feedback from negative to positive, as convective

cells initiated over dry anomalies propagate to wet regions

(Froidevaux et al. 2014). Additionally, the presence of rela-

tively shallow orography appears to neutralize the local SMP

feedback (Imamovic et al. 2017). Furthermore, large-scale flow

can suppress the development of mesoscale circulations and

deep convection initiation in a stably stratified atmosphere

(Lee et al. 2019). Ultimately, the atmosphere can also decouple

from the surface state such that the sign or magnitude of the

underlying processes becomes independent of the heat flux

contrasts imposed by SM anomalies (Cioni and Hohenegger

2018). The degree to which each of the identified processes

contributes to the feedback is still an open question.

Convection-resolving simulations allow representing con-

vection and thermally driven circulations more realistically

(Hohenegger et al. 2009; Sun and Pritchard 2016). While an

explicit representation of the involved processes denotes a

step-change in our ability to represent the European summer

climate, computational constraints have so far hindered ex-

tensive simulations over long time scales or continental-scale

computational domains. Nevertheless a few exploratory short-

term simulations were accomplished: for example, Baur et al.

(2018) assessed the impact of chessboard-like SM patterns on a

24-h forecast of summer precipitation over Germany. While

they found negative spatial SMP coupling, the domain-mean

precipitation was only little affected by SM patchiness and the

domain-mean SMP feedback remained slightly positive.

Henneberg et al. (2018) ran ensembles of convection-resolving

simulations over northern Germany to test the sensitivity of

convective precipitation to soil moisture. They found that only

for unrealistically large SMmodifications, the impact of SM on

precipitation was significantly larger than the ensemble spread.

In other words, potential impacts of SM might be strongly

masked by the chaotic nature of convection. The role of this

complication depends upon the time scale considered. Likely

chaos often dominates in individual weather events, but on

climate time scales it should become smaller.

We aim at further closing the gap between the two per-

spectives by reassessing the sensitivity of summertime pre-

cipitation to continental-scale spring SM perturbations. More

specifically, we conduct European-scale regional simulations

with parameterized and explicit convection and outline the

sensitivities related to the representation of convection. We

consider 10 season-long convection-resolving simulations

covering Europe with three differing initial SM distributions,

and will address the following questions: 1) What feedback

sign do simulations with parameterized or explicit convec-

tion produce? 2) Does the response in precipitation manifest

itself in the character (frequency, intensity, and timing) of

convection?

We start by summarizing the employed climate model and the

simulation configuration (section 2). Subsequently we describe the

performed experiments. In section 3 we present the results: First

the sensitivity of diurnal precipitation to continental-scale SM

perturbations is compared in simulations with parameterized and

explicit convection (section 3a), including a composite that con-

sidersweak synoptic forcing conditions (section 3b). Subsequently,

we reconcile our results with those of established simulations

(Hohenegger et al. 2009) by considering the spatial scale of the

introduced SM anomaly (section 3c). Afterward, we assess how

the representation of diurnal convection contributes to the iden-

tified differences in model behavior (sections 3d–3f). In section 4,

we further discuss the results, and finally conclude the study in

section 5. In addition, we provide an analysis addressing the sen-

sitivity of direct moisture recycling in convection-parameterizing

and convection-resolving simulations in the appendix.
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2. Model and simulations

a. Model description

The simulations are performed with the fully compressible

nonhydrostatic limited-area weather and climate model

COSMO (Consortium for Small-Scale Modeling model, v4.19,

Steppeler et al. 2003). The model is based on the thermo-

hydrodynamic Euler equations, discretized on a longitude–

latitude–height mesh using finite-difference methods. Forward

in time integration is attained using a split-explicit three-stage

second-orderRunge–Kutta time-stepping scheme (Wicker and

Skamarock 2002). Subgrid-scale processes include a single-

moment bulk cloud-microphysics scheme with five hydrome-

teor species (Reinhardt and Seifert 2006) and a radiative

transfer scheme based on the d-two-stream approach (Ritter

and Geleyn 1992). Furthermore, a turbulent kinetic energy

(TKE)-based parameterization is used in the planetary

boundary layer (Mellor and Yamada 1982; Raschendorfer

2001). Depending on resolution, convection is parameterized

using the Tiedtke (1989) scheme. Shallow convection remains

parameterized at both resolutions.

Land surface processes are parameterized with TERRA_ML,

a second-generation, multilayer soil model predicting soil water

content using a formulation based on the Richardson equation

(Heise et al. 2006). TERRA_ML considers evapotranspiration,

infiltration, percolation, capillary movement, and runoff, as

well as melting and freezing of snow. Soil hydrology is dis-

cretized in seven active soil layers that extend to 2.77m. The

soil parameters for its eight soil types include field capacity, air

dryness point, pore volume, wilting point, and heat capacity.

The surface is described by an interception storage, covering

bare soil or vegetation. Plants are described bymonthly varying

surface fields that specify fractional plant cover, root depth, and

leaf area index. At the lowest model level of the soil model a

bedrock formulation is specified. In the current implementation

soil water is removed by surface runoff, ground runoff, and

gravitational drainage.

In our version of TERRA_ML runoff is formulated inde-

pendently from terrain steepness, and thus, the overall pre-

cipitation amount and soil type typically take a dominant role

in determining the SM content in the deeper soil. This leads to

wet mountain tops and dry valleys and thus may lead to biases

in triggering and deepening of convective precipitation in

complex terrain (Imamovic et al. 2017). To circumvent these

issues, Schlemmer et al. (2018) recently proposed a computa-

tionally inexpensive formulation of a groundwater table that

includes a dependency on terrain steepness. Unfortunately, we

did not have a compatible implementation available at the time

when our simulations were conducted.

The presented simulations have become possible due to a

new version of COSMO capable of exploiting the capabilities

of graphics processing units (GPUs). These accelerators ap-

pear to be better suited for weather and climate codes than

current multicore processors, mainly because they provide

substantial parallelism, higher memory bandwidth, and im-

proved latency hiding (Owens et al. 2008). Our version sup-

ports executing the entire time stepping (physics, dynamics,

and a number of diagnostics) on GPU accelerators and thus

avoids expensive data movements between host CPU and

GPU accelerators (Fuhrer et al. 2014). In the presented con-

figuration, the new version enables a time compression ratio of

about 240 simulation days per day (10min per simulation day),

when the computational domain (see below) is distributed

among 144 nodes (1283 1283 60 grid points per node) of the

Piz Daint supercomputer (Fuhrer et al. 2018; Schulthess et al.

2019). At the time of writing, this computer is equipped with a

single NVIDIA P100 GPU per node.

b. Reanalysis-driven simulations with perturbed soil

moisture

The simulations consist of a reference simulation (CTRL;

see Leutwyler et al. 2016, 2017) and two simulations with

perturbed SM (WET and DRY). They are configured for a

computational domain covering most of Europe and follow a

two-step one-way nesting approach (Fig. 1). In the outer nest

the computational mesh has a horizontal grid spacing of 12 km,

employs 355 3 355 3 60 grid points, and uses a parameteri-

zation for convection. The inner nest (2 km) has a horizontal

grid spacing of 2.2 km, a time step of 20 s, 15363 15363 60 grid

points, and only employs a parameterization for shallow con-

vection. In both simulations, the vertical direction is discretized

using 60 stretched model levels ranging from the first model

level at 20m to the model top at 23.5 km. Model analysis is

performed on a common domain and excludes grid points close

to the boundary relaxation zone. To this end, 240 km of the

convection-parameterizing 12-km simulation and 100 km of

FIG. 1. Integration domains and model topography. The outer-

most black box denotes the domain of the convection-

parameterizing simulation. The bold box denotes the domain of

the convection-resolving simulation. The large innermost box in-

dicates the subdomain used in the analysis, and the small boxes

(AL, NE,ATL) are subregions used in the recyclingmodel (see the

appendix).
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the convection-resolving 2-km simulation are excluded on each

side of the domain. The analysis period covers the summer

months (JJA) from 1999 to 2008.

The necessary initial and boundary conditions are derived

from the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather

Forecasts (ECMWF) ERA-Interim reanalysis (Dee et al.

2011). The 12-km simulation was initialized on 1 November

1993 with the soil state from the CCLM EURO-CORDEX

simulation of Kotlarski et al. (2014). The 2-km simulation is

initialized on 1 November 1998 with the soil state of the 12-km

run. Afterward, both CTRL simulations were integrated con-

tinuously until 31 December 2008.

Validation of the 10-yr-longCTRL simulation is provided in a

number of previous publications. Leutwyler et al. (2017) pro-

vided European-scale validation of 2-m temperature, interan-

nual variability of 2-m temperature, surface precipitation, and

surface solar radiation. In addition, validation was provided

against hourly rain gauge precipitation datasets where available

(Germany and Switzerland), in particular for wet-hour fre-

quency and intensity (99th all-hour percentile; see their Figs.

10–12). Substantial improvements are found for the 2-km sim-

ulation in terms of the diurnal cycles of precipitation, despite a

weak underestimation of wet-hour frequency over flat terrain.

More recently, Hentgen et al. (2019) provided validation of

cloud cover fraction and TOA shortwave and longwave radia-

tion fluxes, showing that biases in mean summertime cloudiness

and top-of-the-atmosphere radiation budgets are reduced when

convection is resolved instead of parameterized. For selected

periods (July 2006) and a model setup on an Alpine-scale do-

main, validation of precipitation and its diurnal cycle is also

provided in Heim et al. (2020). The latter study also includes an

intercomparison across a range of model grid spacings (from 4.4

to 1.1 km) and an assessment of the role of the model top-

ography’s resolution.

To assess the sensitivity of European summer precipitation

to springtime soil moisture, we resimulate the period 1 May–

1 September of each year (1999–2008) with initial soil condi-

tions drier or wetter than in CTRL. The modified soil moisture

conditions have been obtained by uniformly perturbing the

effective soil moisture saturation

Q5
u2 u

ADP

u
PoV

2 u
ADP

(1)

in both nests on 1 May in each layer. Here u is the volumetric

soil water content, uADP the air dryness point, and uPoV the

pore volume, as specified for each soil type. The factors applied

for the DRY and WET experiments are 125% and 225%,

respectively. Note that the 2-km simulations (WET2 and

DRY2) are driven by the respective 12-km simulations (i.e.,

WET12 and DRY12), respectively.

The domain-mean effective soil saturation evolves simi-

larly in both the 12- and 2-km simulations (Fig. 2). In the

DRY simulation Q stays about constant, while CTRL and

WET slowly dry out over the course of the summer. TheWET

simulations rapidly equilibrate toward a new soil water pro-

file while generating substantial runoff. This can be seen by

the rapid decrease of SM in WET after the simulation ini-

tialization on 1May. During the 3-month-long analysis period

(JJA), the domain-average difference inQ betweenWET and

DRY decreases, from Q 5 15% at the beginning of the sim-

ulation to about Q 5 8% at the end. The corresponding dif-

ferences in surface latent and sensible heat fluxes between the

WET and DRY simulations, and their diurnal cycles over

land, are provided in Figs. S1 and S2 in the online supple-

mental material.

The multiseasonal simulations are supplemented with

month-long sensitivity experiments of July 2006. That period

has been assessed before and contains two episodes of con-

secutive days exhibiting repeated diurnal convection and little

disturbances by synoptic weather systems (2–4 July and 11–

26 July; see Hohenegger et al. 2009; Panosetti et al. 2019; Heim

et al. 2020). The simulations (12 and 2 km) were initialized on

1 July 2006, based on the perturbed SM state of the corre-

sponding month from the CTRL simulation. Analysis for the

FIG. 2. Evolution of soil moisture in the root zone (upper 1.3m).

Results show averages (solid lines) over the analysis domain in the

(top) 12- and (bottom) 2-km simulations. The shading indicates the

10-yr standard deviation. Soil saturation is indicated on right-hand

side of each panel in terms of the domain-mean air-dryness point

(ADP) and pore volume (PoV). The reference simulation (CTRL)

is perturbed for 10 seasons (1999–2008) each initialized 1 May

(WET and DRY).
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full simulation period and the aforementioned convective

episode will be provided separately.

3. Results

In this section, we present the difference in precipitation be-

tween theWET and the DRY simulation (Pwet2 Pdry) for three

indices: amount, wet-hour frequency (defined as hours with

more than 0.1mm of precipitation), and intensity (defined as the

99th all-hour percentile; see Schär et al. 2016). Precipitation in

the 2-km simulation was aggregated to the computational mesh

of the 12-km simulation, before computing the respective indices

(see section 2.5 in Leutwyler et al. 2017).

a. Continental-scale soil moisture–precipitation feedback

The simulations with explicit (2km) and parameterized (12km)

convection agree in that the seasonal-mean feedback between

summer precipitation (JJA) and the continental-scale SM state is

positive (Fig. 3, left-hand panels). More specifically, a wetter

continent drives a larger precipitation amount, more frequent

precipitation events, and more intense precipitation. While the 2-

and 12-km simulations agree in a positive seasonal-mean feedback,

the imposed springtime SM perturbation leads to a rather different

manifestation of the precipitation response: When convection is

parameterized the simulations with a wet spring exhibit more fre-

quent summer precipitation events, while more intense events are

produced when convection is explicit. This can by seen in the ab-

solute domain-mean differences between WET and DRY, indi-

cated in the lower-right corner of each panel in Fig. 3. The same

result can be found when considering relative differences, or in

other words, after normalizing the change by the respective index

obtained from the CTRL simulation (Table 1, upper rows). The

most pronounced distinction between the 12-km and the 2-km

simulation can be found for wet-hour frequency. For this index, the

2-km simulation is much less guided by SM than the 12-km one;

more specifically, it is only about half as sensitive when considering

the relative difference between WET and DRY. In Fig. 3, lack of

statistical significance is indicated by the cross-hatching (drawn

FIG. 3. Absolute differences (JJA mean) between the WET and DRY simulations (colored shading). The hatching marks areas where

the difference WET 2 DRY is small and statistical significance questionable. (left) Precipitation amount, (center) wet-hour frequency,

and (right) the all-hour 99th percentile. Positive values (blue) indicate larger precipitation in the WET simulation as compared to DRY.

Results are shown for (top) the convection-resolving simulation (2 km) and (bottom) the convection-parameterizing simulation (12 km).

The corresponding absolute quantities as derived from CTRL are shown in Fig. S3. Absolute domain-mean differences (WET 2 DRY)

and the 10-yr standard deviations are indicated in the lower-right corner of each panel.
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when the change is smaller than the standard deviation of CTRL

seasonal means). For large fractions of the domain, the changes in

WET2 DRY are significant.

Overall, the absolute and relative differences betweenWET and

DRY are most pronounced in the Alpine region. Note that here

differences in sensible and latent heat fluxes between WET and

DRY are small compared to the remaining domain (see Fig. S1).

This indicates that in this region evapotranspiration is not con-

strained by the availability of soil moisture, but rather by the

availability of energy. The surplus of precipitation in WET in

comparison to DRY is thus likely a remote effect, driven by

differences in atmospheric humidity stemming from neighboring

regions.

The precipitation response is closely linked to the repre-

sentation of diurnal convection (Fig. 4): In the 12-km simula-

tion, the perturbations imposed on the initial SM state mainly

alter the amplitude of precipitation amount and wet-hour

frequency and have little effect on the phase of the diurnal

cycle. Specifically, the 99th all-hour percentiles of WET and

CTRL are very similar. For explicit convection (2 km), the

diurnal maxima of amount, frequency, and intensity are sys-

tematically delayed by 1–2 h over wetter soils, whereas the

onset of precipitation remains at 1000 UTC. Consistent with

Fig. 3, a distinct difference in the amplitude of the diurnal cycle

can be identified in terms of amount and intensity, while wet-

hour frequency is hardly affected by differences in initial SM.

The differences in precipitation intensity can also be iden-

tified in the exceedance probability of wet-hour precipitation

events (Fig. 5). The metric describes the probability that wet-

hour precipitation will exceed a particular threshold. In the 12-

km simulation, the distribution is mostly independent of SM:

only when the event intensity exceeds 5mmh21 does the DRY

simulation deviate from CTRL, while WET and CTRL hardly

differ. In contrast, the 2-km simulation yields overall less in-

tense events for DRY and slightly stronger events for WET.

b. Continental-scale soil moisture–precipitation feedback

under weak synoptic forcing

Diurnal convection is common during episodes of weak

synoptic forcing (i.e., high or flat pressure) during European

summers (e.g., Langhans et al. 2013). To objectively and

TABLE 1. Domain-mean relative percentage difference in pre-

cipitation indices over land between WET and DRY simulations,

normalized by the CTRL simulations (WET2DRY/CTRL). Note

that the indices were first averaged in order to avoid extreme rel-

ative differences at grid points where the respective index in CTRL

is very small. This occurs for some grid points on the Iberian

Peninsula that barely accumulated precipitation. Results are

shown for precipitation amount (P), wet-hour frequency (w-h

freq.), and the all-hour 99th percentile (p99). In the upper rows

indices are shown for averages considering all days of the summer

months (JJA) and in the bottom rows for averages only considering

conditions of weak synoptic forcing (WSF).

Simulation P w-h freq. p99

12 km 49.6 6 8.1 45.6 6 7.3 39.3 6 9.0

2 km 41.0 6 4.1 23.5 6 2.1 39.9 6 4.3

12 km WSF 73.8 6 13.8 73.9 6 12.6 68.1 6 16.2

2 km WSF 52.6 6 9.1 28.9 6 6.4 52.2 6 9.0

FIG. 4. Seasonal-mean (JJA) diurnal cycles of (left) precipitation amount, (center) wet-hour frequency, and (right) the all-hour 99th

percentile. Results are shown for (top) the convection-resolving simulation (2 km) and (bottom) the convection-parameterizing simu-

lation (12 km). The shading indicates the 10-yr standard deviation. The absolute differences of the diurnal maxima between WET and

DRY, as well as the corresponding 10-yr standard deviations, are indicated in the lower-right corner of each panel.
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automatically identify such episodes, we use a recently proposed

index to filter out summer precipitation related to extratropical

cyclones or surface fronts (Rüdisühli et al. 2020). The index is

composed of two thresholds applied to geopotential heightZ on

the 850-hPa pressure level: In the first step extratropical cyclones

and the associated frontal systems are removed by disregarding

low pressure conditions (Z . 1450m). In the second step, the

remaining frontal systems are removed by disregarding areas

with strong horizontal pressure gradients (=hZ , 0.02mm21).

To ensure that the filtered model output contains the same

number of samples for bothmodels, we apply themethod only to

the output of the 12-km CTRL simulation and use the same

mask to filter the output from the 2-km simulations. As a result,

42%of the hourlymodel output available over land is discarded.

In Scotland or along the west coast of Norway extratropical

cyclones are particularly frequent and thus some of the grid

points only retain about 14% (3000 hourly samples) of the

original model output (21 840 hourly samples).

Without precipitation originating from synoptic systems, the

absolute differences in precipitation amount between wet and

dry soils are smaller than when the entire model output is

considered (Fig. 6). The smaller differences betweenWET and

DRY are due to less precipitation occurring during these

conditions. However, when normalizing the indices with the

respective index of the CTRL simulation, domain-mean indi-

ces become greater under weak synoptic forcing than when all

days are considered (Table 1). This confirms that the SMP

feedback is stronger during episodes of predominant diurnal

convection, but also that the feedback is weaker at 2-km grid

spacing. When considering relative (normalized) indices, the

difference between WET and DRY is considerably smaller in

the 2-km than in the 12-km simulation. This applies to all

considered indices, and in particular to wet-hour frequency.

c. Spatial scale of the soil moisture feedback

The results discussed above allow for the interpretation that,

on seasonal time scales, the continental-scale SMP feedback is

predominantly positive. However, it is well known that the

feedback also exhibits spatial scale dependencies. Applying the

SM perturbations on continental scales may thus partly ob-

fuscate negative feedbacks acting at the mesoscale.

Feedbacks at local scales have been suspected to relate to

mesoscale circulations driven by spatial SM variability. Here

we assess their relevance in complex terrain, such as in the

Alps. To this end, we provide three supplementary pairs of

month-long simulations of July 2006, each consisting of a

convection-parameterizing 12-km simulation and a 2-km sim-

ulation. The three simulations are distinct in the horizontal

extent of the initial SM perturbations. They range from 270 3
270 km2 to 6503 1100 km2, and on to the continental scale (the

computational domain of the 2-km simulation). The anomaly is

based on the SM state of the respective CTRL simulation on 1

July. For consistency, the 2-km simulations were driven by

boundary conditions obtained from a 12-km run without a SM

perturbation applied. That is in contrast to the 10-season-long

simulation used above, where the nested 2-km simulationis

driven by boundary conditions obtained from a 12-km simu-

lation with perturbed SM.

Placing a 270 3 270 km2 patch of perturbed SM in the

western Alps (WAL) of the 2-km simulation yields a mostly

negative feedback coinciding with the spatial scale of the

perturbation (green rectangle in Fig. 7, top left-hand panel).

When the patch exceeds the scale of the Alps (AL), it becomes

positive along the slopes of the Alpine ridge but remains

weakly negative otherwise (Fig. 7, top-center panel). Along the

edge of the anomaly a distinct dipole pattern forms,

displaying a very weak negative feedback (,1mm day21) over

the perturbed soil and a positive feedback right outside the

green rectangle (up to 3mm day21; see Fig. 7, center panel).

Once the SM perturbation covers a continental-scale area

(EU), the feedback again becomes mostly positive (Fig. 7,

right-hand panel). Meanwhile, the driving 12-km simulation

exhibits a consistently positive feedback in all configurations

and typically more precipitation over the plains of France and

FIG. 5. Cumulative frequency distribution of wet-hour precipitation over land (threshold of exceedance) for the

summer season (JJA) in CTRL, WET, and DRY. Analysis is done for (left) the simulation with parameterized

convection (12 km) and (right) with explicit convection (2 km). The shading indicates the 10-yr standard deviation.

It was obtained by repeatedly (100 times) choosing (with replacement) from the 10 domain-mean distributions at

random.
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Germany (Fig. 7, bottom panels). Consistent with the analysis

presented in section 3b, the soil moisture precipitation feed-

back becomes more positive when considering the entire sim-

ulated period (July 2006) rather than only the convective days

(2–4 and 11–26 July 2006; see Fig. S5).

d. Vertical profiles and indices of instability

In this section we provide an analysis of convective available

potential energy (CAPE) and convective inhibition (CIN)

obtained from the month-long EU simulations previously

shown in Fig. 7 (right-hand panels).While the short integration

period of this simulation limits the robustness of the results, it

still appears insightful as both simulations analyzed here yield

positive soil moisture–precipitation feedbacks during the

convective days analyzed (2–4 and 11–26 July 2006; see Fig. 7,

right-hand panels), similar to the full 10-yr simulation

(Figs. 3 and 6).

The vertical profiles in Fig. 8 were obtained for one grid

point located near the town of Payerne (46.818N, 6.948E) in

Switzerland (green star in Fig. 7, right-hand panels). It is lo-

cated on flat terrain between the Jura mountains and the Alps

at 456m above sea level, and has been chosen due to the

pronounced feedback diagnosed in the Alpine region (see

Fig. 3). In addition, it resides well outside of narrow mountain

valleys, which would hamper direct comparison of results ob-

tained from the two simulations due to the different repre-

sentations of topography at 2- and 12-km grid spacing.

The analysis shows that surface temperatures in the 2-km

and the 12-km simulation are similar, except for a 2-K warmer

temperature T in theWET 2-km simulation. That difference in

surface temperature is consistent with the slightly less satu-

rated soil, as compared to the 12-km simulation (Fig. 2).

Differences in the vertical temperature profiles are restricted

to the troposphere (Fig. 8, upper panels). This can be expected

since above 11-km height all simulations are relaxed toward

the driving data from ERA-Interim. Overall, the 2-km simu-

lation yields a moister midtroposphere (e.g., Td,2km 2 Td,12km

’ 8K on the 500-hPa pressure level) and dryer boundary layer,

which is consistent with a strengthened vertical mixing of

moisture observed in previous studies (see Leutwyler et al.

2016; Hentgen et al. 2019). Compared to the WET simulation,

the profiles of DRY yield warmer T and colder Td values at the

surface, a systematically moister midtroposphere (Td of DRY

is larger than that of WET), and a more elevated lifting

FIG. 6. As in Fig. 3, but for the subset of hours with weak synoptic forcing (see text for details). The corresponding absolute quantities as

derived from CTRL are shown in Fig. S4.
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condensation level (indicated by the sharp corner in the

parcel ascent).

The displayed profiles of the 2-km simulations coincide with

the time of diurnal maximum CAPE (Fig. 8, lower panels). At

noon, the WET 2-km simulation exhibits the highest CAPE of

all the simulations (810 J kg21), while its DRY counterpart

exhibits the least (280 J kg21). At 12-km grid spacing, the di-

urnal maximum CAPE is reached in the early evening

(1900 UTC), and the difference between WET and DRY at

1200 UTC is only about half of that identified at 2-km grid

spacing (75 instead of 125 J kg21).

The disparate diurnal evolution of CAPE in the 12- and 2-

km simulations is consistent with the phase shift in the diurnal

cycle of precipitation. More specifically, diurnal precipitation

in the 2-km simulation peaks in the afternoon (Fig. 4, left-hand

panels), and thus the displayed vertical profiles were obtained

before the bulk of precipitation occurs. In the 12-km simula-

tion, on the other hand, the precipitation maximum occurs at

noon, and thus the displayed vertical profiles were obtained

at a time when some of the available CAPE had already been

consumed.

Although comparing CAPE and CIN between the 2- and 12-

km simulations is difficult, differences in their diurnal evolu-

tion appear consistent with the diagnosed differences in the

diurnal cycle of precipitation. At 12-km grid spacing, the WET

simulation exhibits more CAPE and more intense precipita-

tion. In addition, it exhibits less CIN during the early morning

hours andmore frequent precipitation events (higher wet-hour

frequency). At 2-km grid spacing, the large difference in CAPE

between WET and DRY is consistent with the more intense

precipitation obtained in WET (Fig. 4, right-hand panels), and

the similar evolution of CIN in WET and DRY is consistent

with the small differences in wet-hour frequency.

e. Positive and negative soil moisture feedback for the
Alpine-scale soil moisture perturbation

There are pronounced differences in feedback strength

depending upon the horizontal scale of the soil moisture per-

turbations (continental vs Alpine-scale) and the modeling

system used (2- vs 12-km simulations), as demonstrated in

Fig. 7. What drives the scale and resolution-dependent feed-

backs? Our hypothesis is the following: The positive SMP

feedback for continental-scale SM anomalies in both the 2- and

12-km simulations result from higher CAPE over wet soils, and

thus from more intense precipitation (see section 3d). In con-

trast, the smaller-amplitude (and sometimes negative) feed-

back identified in the 2-km simulation with smaller-scale SM

perturbations is related to spatial gradients in SM. These

FIG. 7. Zoom into central Europe showing the differences (WET2DRY) inmean rain amount (shading inmmday21) for threemonth-

long simulation pairs, using soil-moisture perturbations in different subdomains. The initial SM perturbations are applied over (left) the

western Alps (WAL; green rectangle), (center) the Alps (AL; green rectangle), and (right) the whole 2-km domain (EU). The results are

averaged for an episode of weak synoptic forcing (2–4 and 11–26 Jul 2006). The values in the lower-right corner of each panel indicate

absolute differences obtained over the subdomain where the perturbation was applied. The thin gray contours lines show terrain height in

steps of 1000m, and the gray arrows indicate the difference in vertically integrated moisture flux. (top) The simulation with explicit

convection (2 km) and (bottom) the simulation with parameterized deep convection (12 km). The green star in the right-hand side panels

denotes the location of the vertical profiles shown in Fig. 8. The corresponding figure obtained when considering the entire simulation

period (July 2006) is shown in Fig. S5, and two further simulation pairs with even smaller local SM perturbations are shown in Fig. S6.
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gradients drive thermal circulations between wet and dry

patches that lead to more frequent triggering and precipitation

events over dry soil anomalies, and less frequent events over

wet anomalies (see section 1 and the referenced literature). In

short, the positive feedback is driven by CAPE and thus pre-

cipitation intensity (99th all-hour percentile), while the nega-

tive feedback is driven by the triggering process and the

associated precipitation frequency (wet-hour frequency). In

relation to numerical simulations of the extratropics, CAPE

is a central ingredient of convection at any resolution.

However, thermally driven circulations and the associated

triggering of convection are fundamentally different between

explicit and parameterized convection model formulations.

Consistent with the above, the two mechanisms may coun-

teract each other. Below, we aim at illustrating and supporting

that hypothesis by, once again, considering wet-hour frequency

and intensity separately, but now for the regional SM pertur-

bation discussed in section 3c. For this purpose, we chose the

simulation with a SMperturbation applied in theAlpine region

(AL; Fig. 7, center panels).

Placing a SM anomaly with spatial extent of 6503 1100 km2

in the 2-km simulation over the Alps results in a negative

feedback within the extent of the SM anomaly (green rectangle

in Figs. 7 and 9), but nevertheless in a positive mean difference

in precipitation amount (0.2mm day21). The positive domain

mean can be tied to a number of small local patches exerting a

FIG. 8. Convective indices in the month-long EU simulations (Fig. 7, right-hand panels) performed at (left) 2 and

(right) 12 km. The indices were averaged for the convective periods 2–4 and 11–26 Jul 2006 and obtained at Payerne

(see green star in the right-hand panels in Fig. 7). (top) The skew T–logp diagrams for the WET (blue) and DRY

(red) simulations. The solid lines denote air temperature T and the dashed lines wet bulb temperature Td at

1200 UTC. The colored shadings denote CAPE (violet) and CIN (green) obtained from an idealized parcel ascent

(black line) initialized 50 hPa above the surface. (bottom)Diurnal cycles of CAPE (full lines) and CIN (thin dashed

lines). Note that CAPE and CIN are drawn using separate y axes.
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positive feedback (e.g., along the southern slopes of the Alps)

that compensate for the extended areas receiving less precip-

itation in WET than in DRY.

The spatial distribution of the difference in precipitation

amount betweenWET and DRY is composed of the local wet-

hour frequency and precipitation intensity. The difference in

wet-hour frequency is negative over a large share of the green

rectangle (Fig. 9, top-center panel), and also negative in the

domain average (21.2%). However, at the same time, the

difference in precipitation intensity is overall positive

(114mm day21 for the 99th all-hour percentile) and in some

locations it exceeds 70mm day21 (Fig. 9, top-right panel).

Ultimately, the two competing mechanisms (frequency and

intensity feedbacks) lead to a slightly positive SMP feedback in

domain-mean precipitation amount of the 2-km simulation

(0.2mm day21). In contrast, the three metrics in the 12-km

simulation remain mostly positive (Fig. 9, lower panels). The

simulations thus lend support to the hypothesis raised in the

introductory paragraph of this subsection.

f. Balanced circulation response

In addition to the thermally direct circulations along SM

transition zones, differences in soil moisture also lead to a

systematic balanced near-surface circulation adjustment

(Fig. 10). The circulation anomaly consists of an anticyclonic

(cyclonic) circulation in the WET (DRY) simulations, ad-

justing the pre-existing anticyclonic background circulation.

The SM-induced anomaly becomes systematically more

pronounced the larger the SM perturbation is (AL and EU).

As a result, the feedback involves differences in the vertically

integrated moisture flux (Fq5 rqvh; see gray arrows in Fig. 7),

consisting of moister near-surface air mass (Dq) and a circu-

lation response (Dvh).

4. Discussion

The strengthening of convection from wet soils in the 2-km

simulations is partially consistent with previous theoretical

studies. For instance, Froidevaux et al. (2014) found that

convective available potential energy (CAPE) is higher over

wet soil patches. Higher CAPE enhances the potential for

heavy convective events. However, we cannot confirm their

results of higher CIN over wetter soil, as CIN in our 2-km

simulations did not change between the simulations with

continental-scale wet and dry soil perturbations. Likely, that

is because in our continental-scale SM anomaly simulation

the soil moisture distribution is not so patchy. Furthermore,

our results are also consistent with idealized simulations of

the SMP feedback of Schlemmer et al. (2012). They found a

strong impact of SM on precipitation intensity for a range of

atmospheric stability profiles, and a stronger dependency for

stable atmospheric conditions. The dependency was attrib-

uted to precipitable water being more abundant over wet

soils, to reinforced evaporation of precipitation in the rela-

tively dry air over dry soils, and to more CAPE for stable

conditions.

FIG. 9. As in Fig. 3, but for the AL domain presented in Fig. 7. The green rectangle denotes the area where the initial SM perturbation

was applied on 1 Jul 2006. The results are averaged for an episode of weak synoptic forcing (2–4 and 11–26 Jul 2006). The values in the

lower-right corner of each panel indicate absolute differences between WET and DRY obtained within the area enclosed by the green

rectangle.
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The findings regarding the reduced sensitivity of precipita-

tion frequency, and the enhanced sensitivity of precipitation

intensity in the simulations with explicit convection are quali-

tatively consistent with the study of Sun and Pritchard (2016).

Their analysis is based on a simulation employing a super-

parameterization of convection and on two diagnostics: the

triggering feedback strength, a diagnostic assessing the sensi-

tivity of afternoon precipitation frequency on the SM state, and

the amplification feedback strength, a joint metric describing

the sensitivity of precipitation intensity (see Findell et al.

2015). Employing the superparameterization technique yields

substantially reduced triggering feedback strength and slightly

enhanced amplification feedback strength, as compared to a

simulation with fully parameterized convection. In particular,

Sun and Pritchard (2016) also find that changes in wet-hour

frequency (triggering feedback strength) in Europe primarily

occur along the Alps (see their Fig. 6a), qualitatively similar to

our results.

In the Alps, a strong precipitation feedback occurs despite

the small differences in sensible and latent heat fluxes between

WET and DRY, both at 2- and 12-km resolution. We suggest

that the additional moisture for the increase in precipitation in

WET evaporated remotely rather than in the mountain range

itself. The Alpine foreland would thus provide the surplus

moisture, while local evapotranspiration in the Alps is not

overly sensitive to soil moisture effects, consistent with the

abundant precipitation and comparatively high soil moisture

levels during Alpine summers. In this context it is worth noting

that most previous modeling studies of the SMP feedback con-

sidered comparatively dry background soil moisture conditions

(Avissar and Liu 1996; Froidevaux et al. 2014; Taylor et al.

2013), while here the Alpine region maintains comparatively

FIG. 10. Horizontal wind at the 850-hPa pressure level in the 2-km simulations, averaged over 2–4 and 11–26 Jul

2006. (left) Averaged differences at between the WET and DRY simulations. The shading and arrows denote the

difference in wind speed. (right) Horizontal wind (arrows) and wind speed (shading) in the dry simulation. Zoom

into central Europe in a simulation with initial SM perturbations (top) applied over the Alps (AL), and (bottom)

applied to thewhole 2-kmdomain (EU). The red rectangle denotes the area with perturbed soil moisture (in the top

panels). The corresponding analysis for the 12-km simulation is presented in Fig. S7.
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moist soil conditions due to orographic precipitation pro-

cesses. This result is of interest, as it indicates that the consid-

eration of local feedbacks is not showing the whole picture.

Over the Alps, there appear to be important remote feed-

backs that rely on remote evapotranspiration. The surplus of

atmospheric humidity would then reach the Alpine region

through large-scale circulations and diurnal circulations. A

similar effect might pertain to other European mountain

ranges (e.g., the Pyrenees; see Fig. 3), and represent an im-

portant element of the SMP feedback in regions of complex

topography.

A strong soil moisture intensity feedback seems to suggest a

more important role of moisture recycling than previously

anticipated. However, a budget analysis following Schär et al.
(1999) does not support that hypothesis (see the appendix).

With explicit convection, the major contribution to the dif-

ference in precipitation amount over selected subdomains still

emerges from differences in precipitation efficiency, rather

than local evaporation, or from differences in large-scale ver-

tically integrated water fluxes. This suggests that qualitatively

bulk recycling does not strongly depend upon parameterized

versus explicit convection.

The strong sensitivity of precipitation frequency to SM in

our convection-resolving 12-km simulation may relate to the

‘‘drizzle problem’’ of convection parameterizations (e.g.,

Stephens et al. 2010). In short, the employed Tiedtke (1989)

scheme (and others) removes a little piece of instability over a

small number of time steps, then switches off for a few steps

before switching back on (see, e.g., Keller 2016, Fig. A6

therein). This behavior leads to a substantial and well-known

bias in the frequency of light precipitation [see, e.g., Leutwyler

et al. (2017) for the 12-km CTRL simulation] and is common

for many convection schemes. As a result, the convection

scheme will thus remove the additional instability over wetter

soils using the same intermittent mechanism, leading to a

pronounced sensitivity of precipitation frequency by SM when

convection is parameterized.

In the convection-resolving 2-km simulation the overall

feedback consists of at least two components: A positive pre-

cipitation intensity feedback resulting from higher CAPE over

wet soil, and a negative precipitation frequency feedback along

gradients in soil moisture. Gradients in soil moisture drive

thermal circulations between wet and dry soil leading to more

frequent precipitation events over a dry anomaly, and less

frequent events over a wet anomaly (e.g., Avissar and Liu 1996;

Taylor et al. 2011; Taylor 2015). In practice, the two mecha-

nisms compensate each other, rendering assessments of the

feedback sign more complex.

The continental-scale SM anomalies applied in the pre-

sented simulations do not necessarily expose the time and

length scales of observed anomalies. In fact, even during

drought years they often remain on subcontinental scale (see,

e.g., Fig. 7 in Naz et al. 2020). Thus the AL simulation (pre-

sented in our Fig. 7) may actually portray a closer represen-

tation of interannual SM anomalies, although observed

anomalies will be smoother, and probably of weaker ampli-

tude. Furthermore, the dependence of the feedback sign on the

length scale of the anomaly portrays a challenge when running

climate simulations at convection-resolving resolution, as the

underlying land surface models still struggle to correctly rep-

resent the spatial and temporal variability of soil moisture

(Brocca et al. 2010; Barlage et al. 2015; Furusho-Percot

et al. 2019).

On seasonal time scales, the spatial coupling between local

SM anomalies and precipitation appears rather weak and

scale dependent. This is expected, as a negative feedback re-

duces soil moisture and surface flux contrasts over time.

Nevertheless, it was identified in simulations with complex

topography, provided that synoptic forcing is weak. Placing a

wet SM anomaly in the western Alps induces a locally negative

SMP feedback, which is likely related to stronger plain–valley

circulations when the mountains are dry (Imamovic et al. 2017).

Consistent with previous studies (Avissar and Liu 1996; Taylor

et al. 2012; Taylor 2015), these results suggest that thermally

driven circulations may also play a role in the SMPF in complex

terrain.

The negative feedback for the Alpine-scale soil moisture

perturbation is, in principle, consistent with previous simu-

lations (Hohenegger et al. 2009, see their Fig. 3e). However,

the continental-scale computational domain employed in the

presented study additionally yields a balanced anticyclonic

(cyclonic) circulation response over wet (dry) soils. Such cir-

culation feedbacks have been identified previously for epi-

sodes of extreme drought in Europe (Fischer et al. 2007).

Thus, differences from the simulation by Hohenegger et al.

(2009) may emerge, as the computational domain employed

at the time was an order of magnitude smaller (greater Alpine

region) than the domain employed in the simulations we

conducted. Smaller computational domains typically exert

stronger control on the simulation evolution by the lateral

boundaries, and thus may suppress a balanced circulation

response.

5. Conclusions

We conducted European-scale simulations of 10 summer

seasons (May–August) to assess the sensitivity of summer

precipitation to springtime soil moisture state in convection-

resolving and convection parameterizing simulations. To that

end, the continental-scale SM state of a CTRL simulation

(Leutwyler et al. 2017) is perturbed every year on 1 May with

continental-scale wet and dry perturbations. The soil

moisture–precipitation feedback is then assessed based on the

precipitation difference emerging from that perturbation.

Averaged over Europe, wetter soils consistently yield more

precipitation (positive feedback). The precipitation feedback

is particularly pronounced along the slopes of the Alps, despite

the small local differences in sensible and latent heat fluxes

(section 3a and Fig. S1), suggesting a substantial role for re-

mote moisture supply. While the simulations with parameter-

ized and explicit deep convection agree regarding the sign of

the feedback, the difference in domain-mean precipitation

between simulations with wet and dry soils is about 20%

smaller if convection is resolved explicitly. More importantly,

the precipitation coupling evolves in two distinct ways: If

convection is parameterized, a wet perturbation primarily
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leads to more frequent precipitation events. When treated

explicitly, precipitation becomes more intense while the

number of precipitation events barely changes, or even

decreases when imposing a subcontinental-scale soil

moisture anomaly. At the core of the differential SMP

coupling in the two simulations lies the representation of

diurnal convection. When represented explicitly, a wetter

soil yields an amplified diurnal cycle of precipitation in-

tensity and a delayed diurnal precipitation maximum.

When convection is parameterized, the timing of the di-

urnal cycle remains unchanged, and the intensity distri-

bution of diurnal precipitation events is less dependent on

SM. Overall, these results suggest that for continental-

scale soil moisture anomalies a CAPE-driven soil moisture

precipitation intensity feedback is at work, rather than a

precipitation frequency feedback. Depending upon the

horizontal scale of the soil moisture perturbations (conti-

nental vs Alpine-scale) and the modeling system used

(2- vs 12-km simulations), the wet-hour frequency feedback

can sometimes become negative. In these situations, it moder-

ates the (still positive) intensity feedback.

Considering the results obtained from the presented simu-

lations, our main conclusions are as follows:

d During the European summer, simulations with resolved

and parameterized convection yield a positive feedback to

continental-scale soil moisture perturbations applied in

spring.
d In simulations with resolved convection and a continental-

scale springtime soil moisture anomaly, the soil moisture

precipitation feedback acts to modulate precipitation

amount by intensity, rather than frequency. These differ-

ences are fundamental and suggest that for continental-scale

SM perturbations a soil moisture intensity feedback should

be considered, rather than a precipitation frequency mech-

anism, or merely a precipitation amount feedback.
d In convection-resolving simulations with subcontinental soil

moisture anomalies the feedback in convection-resolving

simulations comprises two components: a positive precipi-

tation intensity feedback and a negative wet-hour frequency

feedback. In these simulations, precipitation is less sensitive

to soil moisture coupling, in particular over flat terrain. Thus,

the strength of the soil moisture precipitation feedback may

be overestimated in the convection scheme implemented in

COSMO (and likely in other models as well).
d The sign and sensitivity of the feedback are sensitive to the

spatial scale of the induced soil moisture anomalies. For

anomalies with a size exceeding the Alpine scale, a balanced

circulation establishes in addition to the direct thermal

circulations.
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APPENDIX

Reassessing the Recycling Hypothesis

An important question regarding the nature of the SMP

feedback relates to the role of locally recycled moisture

(Brubaker et al. 1993; Schär et al. 1999). There are two con-

trasting hypotheses on how evapotranspiration can favor pre-

cipitation over wet soils. The direct (i.e., recycling) mechanism

relates the surplus of precipitation over wet soils directly to

evapotranspiration within the same region (i.e., additional

moisture is recycled locally). In contrast, the indirect mecha-

nism suggests that SM feedbacks primarily drive the triggering

and deepening of convective cells, while the additional at-

mospheric moisture input from local evapotranspiration is of

minor importance. In that view, moisture is advected from

remote sources, and the SMP feedbacks predominantly change

precipitation efficiency by altering convection through atmo-

spheric stability and triggering.

The indirect mechanism was supported by simulations

with parameterized convection, as they responded to SM

with a change in precipitation frequency (i.e., triggering).

However, the presented convection-resolving simulations

yield more intense precipitation (see section 3) rather

than more frequent events (and little change in precipi-

tation frequency). The connection between SM and pre-

cipitation intensity suggests that perhaps the ‘‘recycling

hypothesis’’ can be supported when convection is resolved

explicitly.

a. Water budget and recycling model

Here we test the recycling hypothesis using the output from

our convection-resolving simulations. Following Schär et al.

(1999), we apply a recycling model, initially developed by

Budyko (1974). The method considers the atmospheric water

balance, averaged over some time period (say one season) and

over some analysis domain (e.g., those shown in Fig. 1). It al-

lows diagnosing the fraction of water evapotranspirating and
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subsequently precipitating within the same domain (i.e., the

recycling rate), as well as the precipitating fraction of the total

amount of water entering the domain, either by evapotrans-

piration or atmospheric transport (precipitation efficiency). In

the presented context the recycling model incorporates three

assumptions: 1) water vapor derived fromwithin and outside of

the analysis domain is well mixed within space and time, 2)

precipitation and evapotranspiration have small spatial vari-

ability, and 3) lateral flow across the analysis domain is ap-

proximately unidirectional (in Europe from west to east).

According to the atmospheric water balance, mass conserva-

tion of atmospheric water content is

DW5 IN2OUT1ET2P , (A1)

where W is the vertically integrated atmospheric water con-

tent, DW is its change over a certain time period (say one

month or one season), ET is evapotranspiration, and P is

precipitation. Moisture convergence (IN 2 OUT) of the ver-

tically integrated water flux can be computed from the in-

coming and outgoing water fluxes (IN and OUT, respectively)

using Gauss’s theorem. Note that all fluxes are temporally in-

tegrated over the time period considered (i.e., one season). The

horizontal fluxes need to consider the eddy contributions, and

were calculated each model time step on model levels at

staggered grid points and using all moist species (see

section 2a). The length of the boundary faces were computed at

1/2 the domain height (about 12 km above Earth’s surface),

accounting for spherical effects (by using the law of

Haversines; Korn and Korn 2000).

Assuming uniform moisture recycling within each analysis

domain, the bulk recycling ratio b, defined as

b5
ET

IN1ET
, (A2)

allows quantifying to what extent local evapotranspiration af-

fects precipitable water in the atmospheric column. The joint

metric called precipitation efficiency x diagnoses how much of

the available precipitable water is actually precipitating over

the domain

x5
P

IN1ET
(A3)

and follows directly from its definition. For the perturbation

experiments (see section 2b) Eq. (A3) can be written as

P0 5 x0(IN0 1ET0) . (A4)

Subtracting (A3) from (A4) and neglecting small nonlinear

terms yields

DP5P0 2P5 x0(DET1DIN)
|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

water availablility

1 Dx(ET1 IN)
|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

precipitation efficiency

. (A5)

Following the extension by Asharaf et al. (2012), but without

making any further approximation, we further split the first

term into a surface effect and a remote effect:

DP5 x0DET
|fflfflffl{zfflfflffl}

surface effect

1 x0DIN
|fflfflffl{zfflfflffl}

remote effect

1Dx(ET1 IN)
|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

efficiency effect

. (A6)

The analysis [Eq. (A6)] allows diagnosing the sensitivity of

precipitation amount due to differences in evapotranspiration

(surface effect), lateral moisture flux (remote effect), and

precipitation efficiency (efficiency effect).

An estimate of the errors emerging from the diagnostic ap-

proximations can be obtained by comparing the DP resulting

from Eqs. (A5) and (A6) to the domain mean DPm, as directly

obtained from simulation output. Considering each summer of

the 10-summer-long perturbation experiment, and each anal-

ysis region separately, the imbalance typically amounted to less

than a percent. In other words, while the imbalance remains

small, the budget relation (A1) is only approximately satisfied.

To fully close the budget constraint, we compute the imbalance

for each analysis domain

�5 IN2OUT1ET2P2DW (A7)

and subsequently distribute it equally over the incoming and

outgoing lateral water fluxes according to

INcorr 5 IN2 �/2 and OUTcorr 5OUT1 �/2 . (A8)

b. Results

In Table A1 we list the contributions to soil moisture–

induced precipitation changes as diagnosed by the recycling

model, using three separate subdomains, located in northern

Europe, the Alps, and for control over the Atlantic (see Fig. 1).

The analysis compares well to the results of Schär et al. (1999),
in that the change in precipitation efficiency contributes most

to the changes, while remote and surface effects are typically

much smaller. According to Schär et al. (1999), this result can
be understood when considering that the precipitation effi-

ciency term [Dx(ET 1 IN)] contains the vertically integrated

flux (IN), which is typically very large. Therefore, a small

TABLE A1. Contributions to the precipitation differences (DP 5 WET 2 DRY; mm day21) for the three analysis domains presented in

Fig. 1. The separation of effects is according to Eq. (A6).

12 km 2 km

Subdomain PCTRL DP Surface Remote Efficiency PCTRL DP Surface Remote Efficiency

Northern Europe 2.16 1.01 0.01 0.16 0.84 2.18 0.84 0.01 0.15 0.67

Alps 3.13 1.68 0.02 0.15 1.51 3.48 1.65 0.02 0.01 1.62

Atlantic 1.14 0.17 0.00 20.01 0.18 1.06 0.16 0.00 20.01 0.17
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change in precipitation efficiency (Dx) will yield a substantial

contribution to the overall precipitation change.

The difference in precipitation efficiency (Dx) between the

wet and dry simulations combines numerous dynamical and

thermodynamical effects [Eq. (A5)], and collects all the pro-

cesses not explicitly captured by differences in moisture flux

across the considered subdomain. Based on the results pre-

sented in section 3, we suspect that Dx(ET 1 IN) mainly

comprises differences in precipitation intensity and stability,

rather than frequency, except for the Alpine region where

small differences in precipitation frequency were detected

(Fig. 4). However, a more quantitative decomposition still

needs to be obtained. For example, an extension of the pre-

sented analysis could aim at disentangling the efficiency effect

[Eq. (A6)] into remote efficiency (Dx)ET and surface effi-

ciency (Dx)IN. In other words, what contribution to DP can be

attributed to the differences in the vertical profile between

WET and DRY advected into the analysis domain, and what

contribution to the shallower and moister boundary layer over

wet soils (see, e.g., Schlemmer et al. 2012). For example, the

nonzero results over the Atlantic can be interpreted as a re-

mote efficiency effect, emerging from differences in the at-

mospheric stability due to more saturated air arriving from the

continent.

Overall, the above analysis does not support the recycling

hypothesis—consistent with previous studies and irrespective

of whether convection is resolved explicitly or parameterized.

More specifically, the dominant changes in the domain are due

to changes in precipitation efficiency. Nevertheless, it is in-

teresting to note that, for the subdomain located in northern

Europe the convection-resolving simulation (2 km) yields a

smaller difference in precipitation efficiency (0.67), as com-

pared to the simulation with parameterized convection (0.84).

This is consistent with a reduced sensitivity of precipitation to

soil moisture.
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